Register for our next tri-city event

- How lessons learned from construction disputes can help improve contract drafting (and project management)

- Wednesday, 25 September 2019

Seoul (2:00-3:30PM)
Zurich (6:00-7:30PM)
London (6:00-7:30PM)
(local times)

YConstruction is headed for our next event to Seoul (during the week of the IBA Annual Conference), Zurich, and London! Join us for another stimulating discussion forum.

Limit of 20 participants per location, so register early at:
www.yconstruction.org

Seoul venue sponsors

Seoul IDRC
KCBAB INTERNATIONAL
ARCADIS
LALIVE
Seoul
Time (local): 2PM - 3:30PM
Venue: Seoul IDRC, 18th floor, 18F Trade Tower
511 Yeongdong-daero, Gangnam-gu
Discussion leaders:
Daewoong Lee (Kim & Chang)
Hyunyang Koo (Lee & Ko)
Sue Kim (HKA)
Samar Abbas (39 Essex Chambers)

London
Time (local): 6PM - 7:30PM
Venue: Arcadis House
34 York Way, N1 9AB
Discussion leaders:
Alan Whaley (Arcadis)
Raeesa Rawal (Debevoise & Plimpton)
Anand Ayyappan (CMS)

Zurich
Time (local): 6PM - 7:30PM
Venue: LALIVE
Stampfenbachplatz 4
Discussion leaders:
Christina Taeuber (Strabag)
Katherine Bell (Schellenberg Wittmer)
Tino Schneider (LALIVE)

www.yconstruction.org